




















































































































































Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 8







































Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 11












Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 13
								

































































Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 18
The	second	strain	of	the	last	waltz	in	the	set	(n5)	is	remarkably	simple,	involving	a	pair	of	rising	cadences,	the	second	of	which	even	
devolves	to	^6	over	a	simple	subdominant.












Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 20
(score	continues)
Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 21
Here	is	an	analysis	showing	the	focal	tone,	a	foreground	ﬁfth-line	in	the	ﬁrst	strain,	and	the	background.

















Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 23

















Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 25
																									











Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 27
4	The	March	is	“technically”	not	a	traditional	ﬁve-part	rondo	because	segment	2	does	not	close	in	the	tonic	key.






Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 29





































Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 34













































































































































































Gallery of Ascending Lines, p. 41
